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Con
ntests [1-3], we
w organizedd the ICDAR2013 Handwriting
Segm
mentation Co
ontest to recoord recent ad
dvances in offf-line
hand
dwriting segm
mentation. A major diffference from
m the
prev
vious contests is that we exxtended the languages invoolved
by including
i
an Indian languagge (apart from
m Latin languaages).
Thiss contest may provide a cleear guideline for future research
in th
his particular field
f
of docum
ment image anaalysis.

Abstrract — This p
paper presentss the results of
o the Handwrriting
Segm
mentation Con
ntest that was organized in the context oof the
ICDA
AR2013. The ggeneral objecttive of the conttest was to usee well
estab
blished evaluattion practices and procedurres to record rrecent
adva
ances in ooff-line hand
dwriting seg
gmentation. Two
bencchmarking daatasets, one foor text line and
a
one for w
word
segm
mentation, werre created in order to testt and comparre all
subm
mitted algorith
hms as well as some
s
state-of-tthe-art method
ds for
hand
dwritten doccument imagge segmentattion in reaalistic
circu
umstances. Haandwritten doccument imagess were produceed by
many writers in tw
wo Latin based
d languages (E
English and G
Greek)
and in one Indian
n language (B
Bangla, the seccond most pop
pular
langu
uage in Indiaa). These imagges were manually annotateed in
ordeer to produce the ground truth
t
which corresponds
c
too the
correect text line an
nd word segm
mentation resullts. The dataseets of
prev
viously organized contests (ICDAR2007, ICDAR2009 and
ICFH
HR2010 Hand
dwriting Segm
mentation Conttests) along w
with a
dataset of Bangla d
document imagges were used as training dattaset.
d in this com
mpetition. A brief
Eleven methods are submitted
descrription of the submitted alggorithms, the evaluation criiteria
and the segmenttation results obtained fro
om the subm
mitted
hods are also p
provided in thiss manuscript.
meth

Figurre 1. Indicative portions of saamples of the benchmarking dataset
d
(English and Bangla).
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I.

T
Two
new benchmarking daatasets, one fo
or text line andd one
for word segmen
ntation, weree created in order to testt and
mpare recent algorithms
a
for
or handwritten
n document im
mage
com
segm
mentation in realistic circum
mstances. Han
ndwritten docuument
imag
ges were pro
oduced with the help of several writeers in
Eng
glish and Greeek (Latin lannguages) and in Bangla (Inndian
lang
guage). The benchmarking datasets used
d in the previously
orgaanized contestts (only the Ennglish and Grreek parts) toggether
with
h 50 documen
nt images froom [4] were used for traiining.
Con
ncerning the evaluation
e
stagge, a well-esttablished apprroach
that was also emp
ployed by otheer document im
mage segmenttation
d.
conttests was used

INTR
RODUCTION

Segmentation
S
of a document image into
o its basic enttities,
namely, text lines and words, is considered as a non-trrivial
prob
blem to solvve in the fieeld of handw
written docum
ument
recognition. This task becomes really challenging due too the
d
suc
uch as
charracteristics of uunconstrainedd handwritten documents
the difference
d
in thhe skew anglee between textt lines or alonng the
samee text line, thhe existence of
o adjacent teext lines or w
words
touching, the exisstence of charracters with different
d
sizess and
(
Fig.1). All
A these probblems
variaable intra-worrd gaps, etc. (see
serio
ously affect the segmenttation and, consequently,
c
, the
recognition accurracy. Therefore, it is imperative to haave a
bencchmarking daataset along with an objjective evaluuation
meth
hodology in order to cappture the efficiency of cuurrent
practices in handw
written document image seg
gmentation.

T remaindeer of the papper is organizzed as follow
The
ws. In
Secttion II, the co
ontest details aand an overviiew of the dattasets
are described. In
n Section III
II, the perforrmance evaluuation
hod and metrrics are detailled. A brief description
d
off each
meth
participating meth
hod is provideed in Section IV
I while the reesults
he competitio
on are presentted in Section
n V. Finally, some
of th
concclusions are drrawn in Sectioon VI.

Following
F
the successful orrganization off the ICDAR22007,
ICDAR2009 andd ICFHR20110 Handwritiing Segmenttation
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II.

THE CONTEST

performance evaluation method is robust and well established
since it has been used in other contests [1-3] and it depends
only on the selection of the acceptance threshold Ta.

The authors of candidate methods registered their interest in
the contest and downloaded the training dataset (150 document
images written in English and Greek as well as 50 images
written in Bangla along with the associated ground truth) and
the corresponding evaluation software [5]. At a next step, all
the participants registered for the contest were asked to submit
two executables: one for text line segmentation and one for
word segmentation. Both the ground truth and the result
information were raw data image files with zeros
corresponding to the background and positive integer values
each corresponding to a segmentation region. After the
evaluation of all candidate methods, the benchmarking dataset
(50 images written in English, 50 images written in Greek and
50 images written in Bangla) (see Fig.1) along with the
evaluation software became publicly available [6].

IV.

Nine research groups participated in the competition with
eleven different algorithms (two participants submitted two
algorithms each). Nine submissions included both text line and
word segmentation algorithms while two submissions included
only a text line segmentation method. Brief descriptions of the
methods are given in this section.
CUBS method: Submitted by Z. Shi, S. Setlur and V.
Govindaraju from the Center for Unified Biometrics and
Sensors (CUBS), University at Buffalo, SUNY, New York,
USA. Both text line and word segmentation methods are based
on a connectivity mapping using directional run-length analysis
[8, 9]. A handwritten document image is firstly mapped into a
connectivity map which reveals the text line patterns, from
which the text lines are extracted. For word segmentation, a
different parameter is used to show word-like primitives in the
map. At a next step, the distances between consecutive word
primitives are computed using the convex hull distance. A bimodal fitting is applied to find the threshold in determining the
minimal word gap in the document image.

The training and benchmarking datasets contain black &
white handwritten document images produced by many writers.
The corresponding document images do not include any nontext elements (lines, drawings, etc.). During the creation phase
of the Latin part of the benchmarking dataset, 50 writers were
asked to copy two samples of text in English and Greek
language. For the Indian part, 50 document images with
different content and sizes were considered.
III.

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

GOLESTAN method (two methods): Submitted by M.
Ziaratban from the Electrical Engineering Department,
Golestan University in Iran.

The method used to evaluate the performance of the
submitted algorithms is based on counting the number of
matches between the entities detected by the algorithm and the
entities in the ground truth [7]. For the detection of matches,
we used a MatchScore table whose values are calculated
according to the intersection of the ON pixel sets of the result
and the ground truth.

a. In the text line extraction algorithm, a handwritten text
image is first filtered by a 2D Gaussian filter. The size and the
standard deviation of the Gaussian filter as well as the block
size are calculated for each text image, separately. The filtered
image is then divided into a number of overlapped blocks. For
each block, a local skew angle is estimated. The filtered block
is binarized using an adaptive threshold and with respect to the
estimated local skew angle. Binarized blocks are concatenated
to get the overall path of text lines. Finally, the text lines are
extracted by thinning the background of the path image. A
similar approach is used to extract words from each text line. A
detected text line is first filtered by a 2D Gaussian filter. At a
next step, ascenders and descenders are then eliminated and an
adaptive thresholding is used to determine the words.

Let I be the set of all image points, Gj the set of all points
inside the j ground truth region, Ri the set of all points inside
the i result region, T(s) a function that counts the points of set s.
Table MatchScore(i,j) represents the matching results of the j
ground truth region and the i result region:
MatchScore (i, j )

T ( G j  Ri  I )
T ( (G j  Ri )  I )

(1)

A region pair is considered as a one-to-one match only if
the matching score is equal to or above the evaluator's
acceptance threshold Ta. Let N be the count of ground-truth
elements, M be the count of result elements, and o2o be the
number of one-to-one matches, the detection rate (DR) and
recognition accuracy (RA) are defined as follows:

b. Line segmentation method remains the same while for the
word segmentation a 2D Gaussian filter is used in the same
way without eliminating the ascenders and descenders.
INMC method: Submitted by J. Ryu and N.I. Cho from the
INMC, Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer
Science, Seoul National University, Korea and H.I. Koo from
the Ajou University, Suwon, Korea. The line segmentation
algorithm is based on an energy minimization framework
considering the fitting errors of text lines and the distances
between detected text lines [10]. However, the state-estimation
was improved by performing over-segmentation at the initial
stage. Therefore, unlike [10], the algorithm is able to handle
cursive and Indian scripts where many graphemes are
connected. The energy minimization algorithm is also
improved by developing additional steps based on dynamic
programming. Concerning the word segmentation, method [11]

o2o
o 2o
, RA
(2)
N
M
A performance metric FM can be extracted if we combine
the values of detection rate (DR) and recognition accuracy
(RA):
DR

FM

2 DR RA
DR  RA

METHODS AND PARTICIPANTS

(3)

A global performance metric SM for handwriting
segmentation is extracted by calculating the average values of
the FM metric for text line and word segmentation. The
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is modified in order to deal with the irregularity in handwriting
documents. A text line is segmented into words using the
statistical information of spacing in each text-line and then,
based on the local statistical information of word segments, a
refining is applied.

floating strokes which are located above or below the main
body of the text line are removed. The gap between every pair
of consecutive CCs is calculated using soft margin SVM and
the second most dominant of these gap metrics value is used as
a threshold for word segmentation.

LRDE method: Submitted by E. Carlinet and T. Géraud from
the EPITA Research and Development Laboratory (LRDE) in
Le Kremlin-Bicetre, France. For text line segmentation, the
inter-line spacing is first detected using a correlation measure
of the projected histogram of the image on the y-axis. The
input image is sub-sampled in both dimensions while turning it
into a gray-level image. Then, an anisotropic Gaussian filtering
is applied (mainly horizontal) whose kernel support depends on
the inter-line spacing detected above. The morphological
watershed transform is computed, leading into partitioning the
image into regions. To obtain line segmentation, a simple
merging procedure is applied on the region adjacency graph.
Word segmentation relies on the text lines detected above to
compute the inter-word spacing. The horizontal distances
between each pair of adjacent connected component of a text
line give the intra-word and inter-word spaces. A 2-means
clustering allows setting a decision boundary between the two
classes. At a next step, dilation is performed with a horizontal
structuring element whose width depends on inter-word
spacing detected above. Finally, an attribute morphological
closing followed by a morphological watershed transform
produces the final word segmentation result.

QATAR method (two methods): Submitted by A. Hassaine
and S. Al Maadeed from the Qatar University.
a. First, the script of the handwritten document image is
automatically detected using the features presented in [12].
Text line segmentation is then performed by adaptively
thresholding a double-smoothed version of the original image.
The size of the thresholding window is chosen in such a way
that it maximizes the number of vertical lines that intersect
with each connected component at exactly two transition
pixels. Some lines might be split into several connected
components which are subsequently merged using standard
proximity rules trained separately for each script category. The
word segmentation is performed by thresholding a smoothed
version of a generalized chamfer distance in which the
horizontal distance is slightly favored.
b. The second method is similar to the first one with the
exception that it is trained on both the provided training dataset
as well as the QUWI dataset [13].
CVC method (text line segmentation only): Submitted by D.
Fernandez, F. Cruz, J. Llados, O.R. Terrades and A. Fornes
from the Computer Vision Center, Universitat Autonoma de
Barcelona in Spain. In this algorithm, the text line
segmentation problem is formulated as finding the central path
in the area between two consecutive text lines. This is solved as
a graph traversal problem. A graph is constructed using the
skeleton of the image. At a next step, a path-finding algorithm
is used to find the best path to segment the text lines of the
document.

MSHK method: Submitted by L. Mengyang from the
Department of Management Sciences, City University of Hong
Kong. The text line segmentation algorithm is based on
connected component analysis. The average width and height
of connected components (CCs) are first estimated using
statistical metrics methods. The CCs of normal size that are
close to each other and almost at the same latitude are grouped
into short text lines. At a next step, the previously detected text
lines are merged into long text lines according to their
direction, latitude and the intersections between them. Finally,
the CCs with abnormal size are merged with the existing text
lines by checking the neighborhood. Once the text lines are
detected, the horizontal density of each text line is estimated
and a closing operation is applied according to it. Finally, the
average distance between adjacent words is calculated and is
used to merge adjacent words whose distances are smaller than
this value.

IRISA method (text line segmentation only): Submitted by A.
Lemaitre from the IRISA Laboratory, University of Rennes 2,
France. The text line segmentation algorithm combines two
levels of information: a blurred image and the extracted
connected components. This method aims at imitating the
human perceptive vision that combines two different points of
view of a single image: i) a blurred global point of view and ii)
a local precise point of view. On the one hand, the blurred
image provides the position of text body in the parts of the
image that contain a high density of writings. On the other
hand, the analysis of connected components gives the position
of text lines in large spaced handwriting or for large characters
(like titles or uppercase). The blurred image is obtained by a
recursive low-pass filter on columns, followed by a low-pass
filter on rows. In this blurred image, we detect the significant
holes of luminosity, which are grouped among the columns,
depending on size and position criteria. This first step of
analysis provides parts of segments of text lines. In the second
step of analysis, the presence of connected components is used
to locally extend, if necessary, the pieces of text lines that have
were found previously. Thus, a local analysis of the alignments
of connected components is used, taking into account the
global organization of the page. Consequently, the body for
each text line (position and thickness) is obtained. At a final
step, each connected component is associated to the nearest

NUS method: Submitted by X. Zhang and C. L. Tan from the
School of Computing at the National University of Singapore.
For text line extraction, all small strokes and large connected
components (CCs) are first removed and a skew correction
method is applied. The possible locations of the text lines are
detected using a seam carving algorithm. When constructing
the energy accumulation matrix, the accumulative energies are
normalized by their distance to the current position using only
the newest W/2 energies, where W is the width of the image.
Seams with an energy value smaller than a threshold are
removed and for each remaining seam the CCs which are
intersected with the seam are labeled with the same number.
Finally, each unlabeled stroke is merged with the nearest CC
and the image is rotated back to its original skew angle.
Concerning the word segmentation, the small strokes and other
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text line, after havving re-segmeented the conn
nected componnents
that belong to seveeral text lines..
V.

TABLE I.

M

EVALUA
ATION RESULT
TS

We
W evaluatedd the perfoormance of all particippating
algorithms for texxt line and worrd segmentatio
on using equaations
mages) [6] andd the
(1)–((3), the benchhmarking dattaset (150 im
correesponding groound truth. The acceptance threshold
t
usedd was
Ta=9
95% for text line segmenntation and Ta=90% for w
word
segm
mentation. Thee number of text
t
lines and words for alll 150
docu
ument images was 2649 and 23525, resp
pectively. We have
also applied threee state of the art techniquees: NCSR meethod
EI method [16]]. NCSR methhod is
[14], ILSP methodd [15] and TE
baseed on Hough transform forr text line seg
gmentation annd on
the combination of the Eucllidean and convex
c
hull-bbased
mentation. ILSP method m
makes
distaance metrics ffor word segm
use of the Viterbbi algorithm and
a the objective function of a
soft--margin linearr SVM. Finallly, TEI method is based oon an
imprroved shreddding technique for text line segmentaation.
Conccerning wordd segmentatioon, it is bassed on a N
Neural
Netw
work that com
mbines variouss geometrical features extraacted
from
m the whole im
mage as well as the gaps between
b
conneected
comp
ponents.

CUBS

GOLE
ESTAN-a
GOLE
ESTAN-b
INMC
C
NUS

INMC
C
NUS
GOLE
ESTAN-a
CUBS
S

DR
(%)

RA
(%)

FM
(%)

Lines
L

2677

Words
W

23782 20668 87.86 86.91
8
87.38

Lines
L

2646

Words
W

23322 21093 89.66 90.44
9
90.05

MSHK

Lines
L

2646

Words
W

23400 21077 89.59 90.07
9
89.83

Lines
L

2650

Words
W

22957 20745 88.18 90.36
9
89.26

94.006

2614 98.68 98.64
9
98.66

Lines
L

2632

Words
W

23473 20408 86.75 86.94
8
86.85

93.996

2568 96.94 97.57
9
97.25

Lines
L

2696

Words
W

21281 17863 75.93 83.94
8
79.73

Lines
L

2645

Words
W

22547 20533 87.28 91.07
9
89.13

Lines
L

2626

Words
W

24966 20746 88.19 83.10
8
85.57

Lines
L

2609

Words
W

25693 20688 87.94 80.52
8
84.07

92.005

2428 91.66 90.06
9
90.85
85.229

2605 98.34 98.49
9
98.41
93.777

2404 90.75 91.55
9
91.15
88.336

2430 91.73 93.14
9
92.43
88.225

QATAR-b
CVC

Lines

2715

2418 91.28 89.06
8
90.16

-

IRISA

Lines

2674

2592 97.85 96.93
9
97.39

-

Lines
L

2646

2447 92.37 92.48
9
92.43

Words
W

22834 20774 88.31 90.98
9
89.62

NCSR (SoA)

(SM=94.17%)
(SM=94.06%)
(SM=93.96%)
(SM=93.77%)

94.117

2602 98.23 98.34
9
98.28

NUS

QATAR-a

92.441

2602 98.23 98.34
9
98.28

INMC

LRDE

SM
M
(%
%)

2595 97.96 96.94
9
97.45

GOLESTAN-b
G

ILSP (SoA)

Lines
L

2685

Words
W

23409 20686 87.93 88.37
8
88.15

91.002

2546 96.11 94.82
9
95.46

Lines
L

2675

Words
W

23259 20503 87.15 88.15
8
87.65

91.881

2590 97.77 96.82
9
97.30

TEI (SoA)

results, the IN
Considering
C
only text line segmentation
s
NMC
meth
hod achieved the best resullts with FM = 98.66% (Figg. 3).
The ranking list for the firsst four text line segmenttation
hods is as folloows:
meth
1.
2.
3.
4.

o2o

GOLESTAN-a

The
T evaluatioon results obttained from all
a the algoriithms
subm
mitted to the contest as weell as from th
he state of thhe art
meth
hods descripted above aree presented in
i Table I, w
while
grap
phical represenntations of theem are also sh
hown in Figs.. 2-4.
In orrder to get ann overall rankking for both text
t
line and w
word
segm
mentation, we used the globbal performan
nce metric SM
M (see
Section III). The GOLESTAN
N method outp
performs all oother
meth
hods in the ovverall rankingg achieving SM
M = 94.17% (Fig.
2). The
T ranking lisst for the first four methods is as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.

DETAILEDD EVALUATION RESULTS

92.447



(FM=98..66%)
(FM=98..41%)
(FM=98..28%)
(FM=97..45%)

Based
B
on the word segmenntation results, the GOLEST
TAN
meth
hod obtained the highest reesults with FM
M = 90.05% (Fig.
4). The
T first fourr word segmeentation methodos obtainedd the
high
hest results aree listed in the following:
f
1.
2.
3.
4.

GOLE
ESTAN-a
GOLE
ESTAN-b
NCSR
R (SoA)
INMC
C

(FM=90..05%)
(FM=89..83%)
(FM=89..62%)
(FM=89..26%)

Figure
F
2. Overalll evaluation perfformance for both
h text line and woord
segmeentation.
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94.1
17% (for both text line and word segmen
ntation) and a word
segm
mentation perrformance of 90.05%. Con
nsidering onlyy text
line segmentation
n, the best ressult was obtaiined by the IN
NMC
hod submitted
d by J. Ryu and N.I. Ch
ho from the Seoul
S
meth
Natiional Universiity and H.I. K
Koo from the Ajou
A
University in
Korea and the perrformance wass of 98.66%.
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